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The University rf Dayton

News Release

UD 1>.RT FACULTY
EXHIBIT WORK

DAYTON, Ohio, March 4, 1981

Members of the University of Dayton fine arts

and photography faculty will exhibit their work at the Rike Center for Fine Arts Gallery
during the month of March.

The Rike Gallery is open to the public during the hours

of 11 a.m. until 4:30 p.m., Nondays through Fridays.
~larch

The opening reception will be Sunday.

8, from 2 until 5 p.m.
The exhibition will feature the work of A. Joseph Barrish, Joann Fiehler, Terry

Hitt, Bernard Plogman, Thomas Strohmaier, and Louis Weber of the fine arts faculty; and
Jack Teemer and Sean Wilkinson of the photography faculty.
A. Joseph Barrish will exhibit prints and stained glass.

Fiehler's display is

mixed media, which she describes as "very narcissistic."
A few of the UD artists offered comment on their recent pieces.

Says Bernard

Plogman of his paintings, "My works are influenced by the many recent scientific probes
of our solar system, the latest being the spectacular trip of Voyager I and its splendid
views of Saturn."

Plogman works in acrylics and spray with charcoal line, texture, and

underpainting brush-work.

Terry Hitt will also exhibit

pain~ings.

Gordon Richardson describes his paper collages "as a juxtaposing of the various
outrageous realities of the day to day within the humble format

of a sheet of paper.

Words and visual images are merged as in the context of the dream."
The sculpture of Thomas Strohmaier and the jewelry and stained glass of Louis Weber
complete the fine arts portion of the exhibit.
of form.N

Weber says

his jewelry "stresses simplicity

And of his work with stained glass used mainly in small interiors: "I tend to

place more importance on what the light and color will do to the space than to the image of
the glass itself in the window frame or still less to an L'llage made by the piece cf glass."
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Jack Teemer will exhibit three color photographs.
and the other in New York.

Two were taken in Maryland,

Sean Wilkinson will also exhibit three color photographs

that were taken in Texas and Arizona and deal with qualities of space and man-made objects
in relationship to that space.

On his art form, Wilkinson said, "Photography is, for me,

a matter of creating and recognizing opportunities.
things sought and things found are reconciled.
and photographer come into alignment.

Plans and accidents work together;

A photograph occurs when the camera, subject,

Precise, ambiguous, elegant, and vulgar, photographs

show us more than we see and less than we know."
On Saturday, March 21, The Ohio Selection at the Dayton Art Institute will include
the work of two UD artists, Thomas Strohmaier and Jack Teemer.

This juried invitational

exhibition features painting, sculpture, graphics and photography of 13 Ohio artists,
selected from over 200 applicants.

Strohmaier will exhibit mixed media work and Teemer's

exhibition is a portion of his portfolio entitled "Baltimore Spaces."
of color and the way people define their spaces, according to Teemer.
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This work is a study

